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            Abstract
KRAS GTPases are activated in one-third of cancers, and KRAS(G12C) is one of the most common activating alterations in lung adenocarcinoma1,2. KRAS(G12C) inhibitors3,4 are in phase-I clinical trials and early data show partial responses in nearly half of patients with lung cancer. How cancer cells bypass inhibition to prevent maximal response to therapy is not understood. Because KRAS(G12C) cycles between an active and inactive conformation4,5,6, and the inhibitors bind only to the latter, we tested whether isogenic cell populations respond in a non-uniform manner by studying the effect of treatment at a single-cell resolution. Here we report that, shortly after treatment, some cancer cells are sequestered in a quiescent state with low KRAS activity, whereas others bypass this effect to resume proliferation. This rapid divergent response occurs because some quiescent cells produce new KRAS(G12C) in response to suppressed mitogen-activated protein kinase output. New KRAS(G12C) is maintained in its active, drug-insensitive state by epidermalÂ growthÂ factorÂ receptor and auroraÂ kinase signalling. Cells without these adaptive changesâ€”or cells in which these changes are pharmacologically inhibitedâ€”remain sensitive to drug treatment, because new KRAS(G12C) is either not available or exists in its inactive, drug-sensitive state. The direct targeting of KRAS oncoproteins has been a longstanding objective in precision oncology. Our study uncovers a flexible non-uniform fitness mechanism that enables groups of cells within a population to rapidly bypass the effect of treatment. This adaptive process must be overcome if we are to achieve complete and durable responses in the clinic.
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                    Fig. 1: Divergent single-cell fates after conformation-specific KRAS(G12C) inhibition.[image: ]


Fig. 2: Adaptation to the G12Ci treatment is dependent on EGFR signalling.[image: ]


Fig. 3: AURKA is involved in the adaptive reactivation of KRAS and escape from drug-induced quiescence.[image: ]


Fig. 4: Newly synthesized KRAS(G12C) escapes trapping by the drug.[image: ]
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                Data availability

              
              The data that support the findings of this study are available within the paper and itsÂ Supplementary Information files. Source Data for Figs. 1â€“4 and Extended Data Figs. 2â€“9 are provided with the paper. The scRNA-seq data have been deposited in the Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) with the accession code GSE137912. Data or other materials are available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.

            

Code availability
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Fig. 1 The effect of the G12Ci treatment on KRAS signalling across lungÂ cancer cell lines.
The indicated models were treated with increasing concentrations of the G12Ci (ARS1620) for 2Â h (top panels) or with 10Â Î¼M over time (bottom panels), and immunoblotted to determine the effect on KRAS signalling intermediates. Key genetic alterations found at baseline in the KRAS(G12C)-mutant cell lines used in this study are listed. A representative of two independent experiments for each cell line is shown.


Extended Data Fig. 2 Quality assessment and processing of scRNA-seq data.
a, b, Gene counts as a function of UMI count. Cells are grouped by length of G12Ci treatment (a) or tumour model (b). c, The number of cells expressing a gene, as a function of its average count across the dataset. d, Variance as a function of mean expression. Technical variance (that is, variability attributed to technical factors) was calculated by the expression of ribosomal genes. nÂ =Â 10,177Â single cells in aâ€“d. e, The per cent of variance explained by various experimental factors. A number of variables had a meaningful contribution to the variance of the dataset (that is, they accounted for greater than 1% of the variation), suggesting the need to correct for these potentially confounding factors in downstream analysis. f, Dimensionality reduction and covariate regression using the ZINB-WaVE algorithm. The K parameter of 2 was chosen, as this minimizes batch and other covariate effects. g, t-SNE projection showing single cells coloured by length of inhibitor treatment. h, Parameters used to cluster cells by using the Density Cluster algorithm. i, Cluster distribution in the indicated projections (top) and cell line composition of each cluster (bottom), showing a similar representation of cells from different tumour models in each cluster. j, Silhouette-width analysis to assess the appropriateness of clustering. Negative values indicate cells that have been inappropriately assigned. k, t-SNE projection of KRAS(G12C) single cells with the three inhibitory trajectories identified by the Slingshot algorithm.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 3 KRAS(G12C)-dependent transcriptional output score in 10,177Â lung cancer cells.
a, The distribution of KRAS(G12C)-specific gene-expression output score across single cells in the three tumour models under study. The arrows denote cohorts of cells with high output despite treatment. b, Density plots showing the effect of G12Ci treatment on the KRAS(G12C) output score (nÂ =Â 2,565Â single cells from 0Â h, nÂ =Â 3,259Â single cells from 4Â h, nÂ =Â 1,006Â single cells from 24Â h and nÂ =Â 3,347Â single cells from 72Â h). At 72Â h the cells assume an asymmetric distribution, suggesting that a subpopulation of KRAS(G12C) cells has adapted to treatment by reactivating KRAS(G12C)-dependent output (arrow). c, The KRAS(G12C)Â output score as a function of pseudotime (which was adjusted to allow comparisons between trajectories). The trend line was derived by fitting a spline to the G12C output score for each cell (nÂ =Â 4,759Â single cells in path 1, nÂ =Â 8,653Â single cells in path 2 and nÂ =Â 4,050Â single cells in path 3). d, e, The indicated variables are plotted for each cell in a two-dimensional t-SNE (d) or diffusion component (e) space. For simplicity, only the key clusters delineating each trajectory are shown in e.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 4 G12Ci treatment induces quiescence in a subpopulation of cancer cells.
a, Single cells were analysed to determine gene-expression signatures that correlated with the inhibitory fates. The top 20 signatures in each direction are shown. b, The overlap in the cycle-specific gene-expression signatures used to classify cells along their cell-cycle phase. The G0 and G1 phase signatures comprise mostly non-overlapping genes. c, A heat map of cell-cycle-specific gene-expression scores across each cell. Values were scaled across columns. d, Effect of G12Ci on cell-cycle distribution across treatment time and tumour models. e, The cell lines were treated as shown, to determine the level of p27 expression by immunoblotting. A representative of two independent experiments is shown for all except H2030, which was assayed once. f, KRAS(G12C)-mutant cells (H358) were synchronized with double thymidine treatment and then released in the presence or absence of G12Ci treatment, followed by cell-cycle analysis using propidium iodide staining. This assay cannot distinguish G0 from G1. TT, double thymidine. A representative of two independent experiments is shown.
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Extended Data Fig. 5 Biosensor validation of the divergent response to G12Ci treatment.
a, Cells expressing the quiescence biosensor (H358, p27Kâˆ’) were treated and rechallenged with the G12Ci to determine the effect on quiescence (that is, p27Kâˆ’ high peak) at the indicated times. b, c, The cells were treated with the indicated inhibitors for 72 h to determine the effect on cell number (b, nÂ =Â 2Â biological replicates) or the distribution of biosensor expression (c). d, Comparison of the KRAS(G12C)Â output score between proliferating and quiescent cells. The transcriptional output signature score derived from scRNA-seq analysis is similar to the KRASâ€“GTP levels determined by RBD pull-down in Fig. 1j. e, The cells were exposed to a single treatment (0â€“72Â h) or drug rechallenge (+) for 2Â h or 24Â h. Cell extracts were evaluated by immunoblotting. f, The indicated KRAS(G12C)-mutant lung cancer cell lines were treated with the G12Ci for 72Â h followed by drug rechallenge for 4Â h. The percentage inhibition in KRASâ€“GTP/total was determined by comparing baseline versus 4-h G12Ci and 72-h G12Ci versus 72-hÂ +Â 4-h G12Ci. A representative of two experimental repeats is shown in a, e.

Source data



Extended Data Fig. 6 Genes with trajectory-specific expression profiles.
a, Single cells were analysed to identify differentially expressed genes by contrasting paths 1 and 2. The top 50 genes are shown. The teal dots indicate genes that were validated in subsequent experiments. b, A CRISPRâ€“Cas9 screen was carried out in H358 cells to help to narrow down the list of genes with trajectory-specific expression (by identifying and focusing on genes modulating the antiproliferative effect of the G12Ci). The schematic is not drawn to scale. Preference was given to genes with two or more sgRNAs that were downregulated by at least twofold in the G12Ci versus t0 comparison and that were also identified as having trajectory-specific expression in the scRNA-seq analysis. Pathways with several intermediates represented were prioritized. The number of gene-specific sgRNAs that were depleted during G12Ci treatment is also shown. NT, non-targeting control. c, The trend in expression for the indicated genes as a function of pseudotime was established by fitting a spline to single-cell data. The 95% confidence interval is shown. The pseudotime was adjusted to compare between trajectories. d, The expression of the indicated genes in proliferating or quiescent cells. Only cells collected during the adaptive phase (24â€“72Â h) of G12Ci treatment are shown. e, The gene falseÂ discovery rate (FDR) in the indicated comparisons across either the entire cohort of cells or the subset of cells collected at the 72-h time point only (nÂ =Â 4,759Â single cells in path 1, nÂ =Â 8,653Â single cells in path 2, nÂ =Â 4,050Â single cells in path 3, nÂ =Â 6,599Â single cells in G1S, S, G2M, M or MG1 (proliferating) and nÂ =Â 3,578Â single cells in G0 (quiescent).
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Extended Data Fig. 7 The adaptive reactivation of KRAS during G12Ci treatment is dependent on EGFR signalling.
a, The cells were treated with the G12Ci over time to determine the effect on HBEGF expression. mRNA expression was determined by scRNA-seq (mean, nÂ >Â 1,000 single cells per time point, see Fig. 1b) or by quantitative PCR (qPCR, meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., nÂ =Â 3). The amount of protein secreted in the medium was quantified by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assay (meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., nÂ =Â 3). Norm., normalized (minimumâ€“maximum). b, Cells transfected with HBEGF-specific siRNAs were treated with increasing concentrations of G12Ci for 72Â h to determine the effect on viability (meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., nÂ =Â 5). c, Cells treated with the G12Ci for 72Â h were stimulated with EGF for 10Â min, alone or in combination with the indicated inhibitors. Quiescent cells (p27Kâˆ’ high) were isolated by FACS and their extracts were assayed for active KRAS by RBD pull-down. Immunoblots were quantified by densitometry and reported as fold change relative to unstimulated. d, e, Untreated or G12Ci-treated (24Â h) H358 cells were stimulated with EGF (200Â ngÂ mlâˆ’1) for 10Â min alone or in combination with the indicated inhibitors. Cell extracts were analysed by immunoblotting (d). The effect of EGF stimulation at baseline (lanes 2â€“4 versus lane 1) or after G12Ci treatment (lanes 6â€“8 versus lane 5) was quantified by densitometry (e). fâ€“i, The indicated KRASG12C-mutant lung cancer cells (f, g) or HAâ€“KRAS(G12C)-expressing RASless mouse embryonic fibroblasts (h, i) were treated with the G12Ci alone or in combination with EGFR or SHP2 inhibitors, as shown. Cell extracts were subjected to RBD pull-down to determine the level of active (GTP-bound) and total KRAS. The HA tag was used to determine the specific effect on KRAS(G12C) (h, i). j, H358 cells were treated with the G12Ci alongside the EGFR inhibitor gefitinib (EGFRi), the pan-HER inhibitor afatinib (panHERi) or the SHP2 inhibitor SHP099 (SHP2i) to determine the effect on cancer cell growth (top) and the presence of treatment synergy (bottom), by using the Bliss index. Red denotes synergy. The mean of three biological replicates is shown on top. k, The indicated KRAS(G12C)-mutant cells were treated with increasing concentration of the G12Ci in the presence of 10%, 2% or 0% serum to determine the effect on cell viability (meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., nÂ =Â 3). A representative of two independent experiments is shown in d, fâ€“i. Unless otherwise indicated, n denotes biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 8 AURKA is involved in the reactivation of KRASâ€“GTP during G12Ci treatment.
a, KRAS(G12C)-mutant lung cancer cells were treated with the G12Ci alone or in combination with AURKA inhibitor (AURKAi, alisertib, 10Â Î¼M) or panAURK inhibitor (tozasertib, 10 Î¼M) to determine the effect on KRASâ€“GTP levels over time. There is no effect on KRASâ€“GTP levels with the AURKAi treatment in the absence of the G12CiÂ treatment. b, RASless mouse embryonic fibroblasts expressing KRAS(G12C) were treated as shown with the indicated concentrations of AURKAi (Î¼M) to determine the effect on KRAS(G12C)â€“GTP. c, H358 cells stably transfected with doxycycline-inducible AURKA (dox AURKA) were treated with the G12Ci in the presence or absence of doxycycline (2Â Î¼gÂ mlâˆ’1). Extracts from cells were analysed by immunoblotting to determine the effect on the indicated intermediates. d, H358 doxycycline-inducible AURKA cells were treated as shown and assayed to determine the effect on cell viability (meanÂ +Â s.e.m, nÂ =Â 5). A two-tailed t-test PÂ value is shown. eâ€“g, H358 cells stably expressing HA-tagged KRAS G12C under a doxycycline-inducible promoter were treated with doxycycline for 24Â h alone (e) or with the indicated inhibitors (f, g). Cell extracts were immunoprecipitated and immunoblotted as indicated. h, KRAS(G12C)-mutant cell lines were treated as shown to determine the effect on cancer cell growth (top) and the presence of treatment synergy (bottom), by using the Bliss index. Red denotes synergy. The mean of three biological replicates is shown on top. i, j, Mice bearing SW1573 (i) or H2122 (j) xenografts were treated with the indicated inhibitors to determine the effect on tumour growth (meanÂ +Â s.e.m, nÂ =Â 6 in SW1573, nÂ =Â 5 in H2122). A two-tailed t-test PÂ value is shown. A representative of at least two independent experiments is shown in aâ€“g. Unless otherwise indicated, n denotes biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 9 Inhibition of MAPK signalling stimulates new KRAS synthesis.
a, The cells were treated with the indicated inhibitors and analysed to determine the level of KRAS mRNA or KRAS protein expression (meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., nÂ =Â 3). LFC, log2-transformed fold change, relative to 0Â h. The indicated P values were determined by ANOVA (PÂ =Â 0.001) followed by pairwise comparisons versus baseline, while correcting for multiple hypotheses (using Dunnettâ€™s test in Prism). b, SW1573 (KRASG12C+/+) cells were transfected with non-targeting (NT) or KRAS-specific siRNAs followed by treatment with the G12Ci and immunoblotting. c, H358 cells engineered to express HAâ€“KRAS(G12C) under a doxycycline-inducible promoter were treated with the G12Ci, alone or in the presence of doxycycline, to determine the effect on cell viability at 72Â h (meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m., nÂ =Â 3). d, H358 p27Kâˆ’ cells were stably transfected with doxycycline-inducible siRes-G12C. The cells were transfected with KRASG12C siRNAÂ (siG12C) followed by doxycycline (2Â Î¼gÂ mlâˆ’1) induction. The effect on cell viability is shown as meanÂ Â±Â s.e.m. (nÂ =Â 5 without doxycycline, nÂ =Â 4 with doxycycline). A two-tailed t-test PÂ value is shown. e, H358 cells with doxycycline-inducible HAâ€“KRAS(G12C) were treated with doxycycline (2Â Î¼gÂ mlâˆ’1) for 24Â h in serum-free medium. Then, the cells were exposed to either EGF (200Â ng mlâˆ’1) followed by the G12Ci (10Â Î¼M), or vice versa. Cell extracts were analysed by RBD pull-down and immunoblotting. The specific effect on KRAS(G12C) was determined by the HA tag. A representative of at least two independent experiments is shown in b, d, e. Unless otherwise indicated, n denotes biological replicates.
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Extended Data Fig. 10 Rapid non-uniform adaptation to conformation-specific KRAS(G12C) inhibition.
Left, at baseline, KRAS(G12C) cycles between its active (GTP-bound) and inactive (GDP-bound) conformations. Active KRAS(G12C) engages effector signalling, which regulates a transcriptional repertoire (that is, KRAS output) that is responsible for controlling various cellular functions. Middle, shortly after exposure to G12Ci treatment, KRAS(G12C) is trapped in its inactive state, and eventually the cancer cell population is sequestered in a low-KRAS output state. These cells stop proliferating and enter quiescence (G0). Right, over time, some cells undergo cell death and others adapt to the G12Ci to reactivate KRAS transcriptional output, bypassing drug-induced quiescence to resume proliferation. Our model suggests that this occurs because cells with low-KRAS output produce new KRAS(G12C) protein, which is not bound by the drug. Then, upstream signals operating in distinct cancer cell subpopulationsâ€”such as those mediated by EGFR or AURKAâ€”maintain the new protein in its active, drug-insensitive state. By comparison, in cells in which these upstream signals are not active (or in cells in which these signals are pharmacologically inactivated), the new KRAS(G12C) spends a longer time in its inactive conformation, in which it can be bound by the drug and inhibited. This multifactorial process gives rise to a non-uniform treatment response with diverging effects across the cancer cell population.
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